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ABSTRACT The application of photon correlation spectroscopy on mammalian eye lenses in vivo is revisited. It is shown that the use
of a short wavelength laser type and a logarithmic correlator improves the signal-to-noise ratio to such an extent that shorter
measurement times are possible without impairing the information content of the correlation function.
Experimental correlation functions obtained in vivo on a rabbit eye lens, are analyzed with several techniques. The histogram
approach is most successful for the determination of the distribution function of relaxation processes in the correlation function and
proposes four different populations of components in the lens. This result is comparable to that from in vitro measurements on
highly concentrated solutions of a-crystallins and of fiber cell cytoplasm, the former proteins being the main scattering components
both in vivo and in vitro in the eye lens system. Our results indicate that the application of photon correlation spectroscopy on eye
lenses in vivo offers new perspectives to use this technique as a fast, noninvasive tool to study relaxation phenomena in normal and
cataractous lenses. The sensitivity of the method allows it to be used as an important analytical technique in the study of prevention
and treatment of cataract.
INTRODUCTION
The eye lens of mammalians is a biconvex, avascular,
colorless, and almost completely transparent structure,
located in the anterior part of the eye behind the
pupil-iris diaphragm. The function of the lens is to
refract the incoming light in such a way that a sharp
image of the environment is formed on the retina. The
lens consists of an unusually high fraction of proteins.
The concentration of these proteins range from 20% at
the outer cortical part to 48% at the central nuclear part
of the lens. The remaining part consists of water and a
small quantity of ions (Na+, K+), glucose, and some
other organic components. The water soluble proteins,
called crystallins, form 90% of the total protein
content of the mammalian eye lens. Their presence in
the lens has up till now been considered to have a
structural and optical role. The overall high concentra-
tion of proteins provides a stable structure while the
local concentration level contributes to the correct
deflection of the incoming light toward the retina.
On a physical, biochemical, and molecular biological
basis, three main classes of crystallins can be distin-
guished in the eye lens of mammalians. In order of
decreasing molar mass, are the ac-crystallins with a molar
mass of 8 *105 g/mol, the PH and the crystallins with
a molar mass of 2 * 105 and 5 * 104, respectively, and the -y
crystallins with a molar mass of 2 - 104. Their concen-
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tration in the lens is 45, 30, 20, and 5% respectively.
These data show that the largest crystallins are present
in the highest concentration. This will have important
consequences for the light scattering behavior of the eye
lens as we will see later on.
In spite of its high protein content the eye lens is
virtually completely transparent under normal, healthy
conditions. A theoretical explanation for this apparent
contradiction was given by Benedek in the early seven-
ties (Benedek, 1971) while the experimental confirma-
tion followed much later (Delaye and Tardieu, 1983).
Certain types of pathologies reduce the transparency of
lens. They induce a partial or total opacification of the
lens causing loss of vision, called cataract. On a micro-
scopic scale, opafication is produced by a local heteroge-
neity in the refractive index of the lens with a minimum
extension of half the wavelength of the incoming light;
this can be induced by an aggregation of the crystallins
or by a drastic local increase or decrease of the concen-
tration of the crystallins. Most of mechanisms that
provoke refractive heterogeneities of this size and larger
are unknown.
This article is written from the point of view of
selecting the conditions for the use of the technique of
photon correlation spectroscopy on animal and human
lenses; the objective is to use this technique for safe,
reliable, and repeatable clinical research and medical
diagnostic examination. An example of such a study will
be presented at the end of this article.
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THEORY
Photon correlation spectroscopy
The mean scattered intensity per unit volume I., in the
plane normal to the incident polarization and containing
the incident beam, by a dilute solution is given by
I, = IO * 4rr2 - n2 * (anac)2 * sin2' * M *c/NA X4 - r2 n2, (1)
where IO is the primary beam intensity, polarized lin-
early, n is the refractive index of the solution, (an/ac) is
the refractive index increment of the solute, 0 is the
scattering angle, M is the molar mass of the solute, c is
the concentration of the solute, NA is the number of
Avogadro, X is the wavelength in vacuo of the primary
beam, and r is the distance from the scattering solution
to the detector.
The polarization of the light is considered to be in the
vertical plane. In the case of photon correlation spectros-
copy (PCS), a laser beam is used as the primary light
source. In a homodyne experimental set-up with the
particles in pure Brownian motion, the time autocorrela-
tion of the scattered intensity yields the second order or
intensity autocorrelation function G2 (t).
In the case of a diluted solution of identical homoge-
neous spherical particles, small as compared with the
wavelength of the incident light, the intensity autocorre-
lation function has the following form:
G'(t) = A + B - exp (-2 * D * k- * i * ' (2)
whereA is the baseline of the correlation function, B is
an experimental constant which depends on the size of
the scattering volume and the quality of the optical
set-up, D is the translational diffusion coefficient of the
scattering particles, k is the scattering vector [k =
4 - 'r * n * sin (0/2)/X], T is the elementary sample time,
and i is the correlator channel number, iT = t.
The first order or field autocorrelation function G'(t)
is obtained by subtracting the baseline value A from
G2(t) and taking the square root of each channel:
G'(t) = sBi . exp (-D . k2 _ i . r). (3)
Under the above conditions, G1(t) takes the form of a
pure decaying exponential. The intensity autocorrela-
tion function G2(t) is usually normalized to g2(t)
g2(t) = 1 + (BIA) * exp (-2 * D * k2 * i* T). (4)
The normalized field autocorrelation function g'(t) is
obtained in a similar way from G1(t).
In a solution with two discrete size classes of scatter-
ers, the first-order autocorrelation function g1(t) takes
the form of the sum of two decaying exponentials, each
with its own diffusion coefficient Di and amplitudeAi, i =
1, 2. The extension to more than two decaying compo-
nents is trivial.
When a broad and continuous set of particle sizes is
present in the scattering sample, it is assumed that the
first-order correlation function can be written as an
integral over the relaxation times F = D - 2:
g(1)(k, T) = F(F) exp (-rT) - dF. (5)
The interesting quantity in Eq. 5 is the distribution
function F(F) which gives the probability that a certain
particle size class with relaxation time r is present in the
scattering volume. The function F(F) can be considered
to be the continuous representation of a large set of
discrete amplitudes Ai, each belonging to a certain size
class with relaxation time IF. Eq. 5 is also the model used
for the first-order correlation function of moderate and
highly concentrated solutions of scatterers in Brownian
motion.
A number of introductory and advanced textbooks in
the field of light scattering and photon correlation
spectroscopy are available (Berne and Pecora, 1977;
Schulz-Dubois, 1983).
Photon correlation spectroscopy
under in vivo conditions
Because the aim of this article is to explore the possibili-
ties and limits of PCS for analytical and diagnostic
purposes, some attention will be paid on the hardware
and software side of this technique.
Choice of the laser light source
The method of PCS has an attractive and for this study
necessary feature ofbeing a noninvasive and nondestruc-
tive technique. The method will be used for gathering
quantitative information about relaxing components in
the eye lens of a mammalian. Care has to be taken
during a light scattering experiment because the dif-
ferent parts of the eye (e.g., the lens and the retina) may
be damaged by the heat generated from the focused
laser beam. As the boundary conditions for in vivo
measurements limit the intensity of laser beam to 15
mW/cm2 at the retina (Tanaka and Ishimoto, 1977), one
has to look for experimental conditions in which the
scattered intensity increases while the primary laser
power is kept constant. The He-Ne laser, a standard low
cost type of laser for PCS and mostly used in low
intensity medical applications, emits light at a wave-
length of 632.8 nm; a change to the more rarely used
He-Cd laser, emitting at 444 nm, results in an increase of
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the scattered intensity by a factor of 4.13 thanks to the
inverse fourth power wavelength dependence in Eq. 1.
Since at the same time the refractive index increment
(an/ac) increases by -8%, a further increase of the
scattered intensity by a factor of 1.16 can be obtained by
switching over to the He-Cd laser. The use of the 363.8
nm line of the Argon ion laser could further improve the
situation but only at a substantially higher expense for
the laser equipment. The total gain in scattered intensity
by using the He-Cd laser over the He-Ne type while
keeping all other experimental conditions identical, is
calculated to be 4.79. This will increase the signal-to-
noise ratio of the recorded correlation function by a
factor roughly equal to 2.2. A further important benefit
is obtained in the detector section although this depends
on the specific detector used. By changing the wave-
length from 632.8 to 444 nm, the quantum efficiency of
the commonly used S20 cathode increases by a factor of
3 (Thorn Emi Document PMC/86).
The scattering volume remains constant because the
focal length of the lenses used and the beam diameter do
not appreciably change with X. The solid angle of
coherence, being proportional to A2, is reduced roughly
by a factor of 2 on going from 632.8 to 444 nm but this
does not impair photon detection in our experimental
set-up. In our experimental situation, the angular aper-
ture of the light collection system is much smaller than
the coherence solid angle (Chu, 1974) such that the area
illuminated on the cathode of the photomultiplier is
smaller than one coherence area even at 444 nm. To
illustrate the importance of the signal-to-noise ratio of
an autocorrelation function for the resolution of the
distribution function F(F), we have simulated an inten-
sity autocorrelation function, resulting from a solution
containing two discrete particle size classes with diffu-
sion coefficients 1 x 10 exp (-7) cm2 _s- and 4 x 10
exp (-7) * cm2. s-, respectively. The number ratio of
both components is chosen such that the scattered
intensity is equal for each size class. In the first case a
noise level of 0.10% was superimposed on the correla-
tion data, while for the second correlation function a
noise level of 0.22% was chosen. The ratio of both noise
levels matches the change in scattering cross-section of
the situation in which a He-Ne laser is replaced by a
He-Cd type as primary light source. For the extraction of
the distribution function we have used the program
CONTIN (Provencher, 1982).
The distribution function F(F), calculated from both
noise distorted correlation functions, is shown in Fig. 1.
The figure shows clearly that only in the case of the
lower noise level the distribution function is resolved
into two components, positioned at the correct values
compared with the simulation. The distribution func-
tion, calculated from the correlation function with the
higher noise level, only shows an unclear trace of a
second population of scattering particles by the shoulder
in the broad peak but no reliable numerical values for
both the diffusion coefficients and their relative ampli-
tude can be obtained.
Correlators
It has been shown that concentrated solutions of pro-
teins in vitro give rise to slowly decaying components in
the intensity autocorrelation function of a laser light
scattering experiment. For bovine eye cytoplasm, relax-
ation times up to 10 ms have been identified (Delaye et
al., 1982). For concentrated solutions of ax-crystallin it
has been shown that the correlation function contains
components with relaxation times of 100 and 1,000 ms at
a scattering angle of 90° (Licinio et al., 1987). These
extremely long time constants correspond to diffusion
coefficients of 1.7 x 10 exp (-10) cm2s-' and 1.7 x 10
exp (-11) cm2s-1, respectively. Suppose we want to
study the dynamics of a solution containing a bimodal
solution of monodisperse scattering particles. The diffu-
sion coefficients of each size class are 1 x 10 exp (-7)
cm2s- and 1 x 10 exp (-10) cm2s-t. The correlator we
have at our disposal has 128 linearly spaced channels.
This allows us to calculate the sample time T we must
choose to cover the entire relaxation decay of the
correlation function, reaching to 100 ms. At a scatter-
ing angle of 130°, the sample time turns out to be 4.77
ms. This long sample time is entirely due to the presence
of the slow decaying component. With such a value of r,
the resolution of the initial decay of the correlation
function is very low. It is easily calculated that the fast
component has died out completely within the period of
the first two sample times. We can, however, take
advantage of the steady development in the concepts of
correlator building since the appearance of the linearly
spaced correlator. One type of commercially available
correlator allows the experimenter to record four corre-
lation functions simultaneously, each with a different
sample time. The channels of each of the separate
correlators are linearly spaced while the ratio of the first
channels form a geometric series with ratio 4. For such a
correlator containing 4 x 32 = 128 channels, it is easily
calculated that a sample time of 0.30 ms has to be
selected for the first correlator to cover the same range
in relaxation times. We now get information about the
behavior of the decay of the correlation on four different
time scales with sample times 0.30, 1.19, 4.77, and 19.1
ms but the resolution of the initial decay remains poor.
Moreover, due to the peculiar hardware construction of
the correlator, some ambiguity is introduced on the data
since the four correlograms, although recorded simulta-
neously, do not match perfectly.
The most interesting solution comes from a new
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FIGURE 1 Distribution function F(r) (relative amplitudes in number concentration) calculated from simulated intensity correlation functions,
contaminated by different levels of noise: (---- - ) noise level of 0.10%; (- + - + - + - + -) noise level of 0.22%.
generation of correlators having the facility to space all
its points of correlation in a pure geometric series. The
delay or sampling time of every channel is derived from
the former one by multiplying this former one by a freely
chosen but fixed constant, called the delay ratio. In this
way a fixed ratio is defined between each two adjacent
correlation channels. As an immediate consequence, the
successive delay or sampling times, on which the correla-
tion function decay is studied, are not linked in time
making correlators of this type not 100% real time
machines. The efficiency of these correlators decreases
with an increasing number of channels used. Thanks to
the decoupling of the sampling time and the sample time
in the geometric spacing scheme, the sample time can be
chosen much smaller than in the previouly described
correlators while still covering the same range of correla-
tion. In a 128-channel correlator of this type, a decay
range of 100 ms is covered by setting the delay ratio to
1.11 while fixing the sample time to 1 ,us. With this
choice of sampling times, the correlation function is well
resolved over the whole time range.
Analysis of an autocorrelation function
The determination of the distribution function F(F),
which appears under the integral sign in the right-hand
side of Eq. 5, requires the application of a so-called
Laplace inversion to this equation. Due to the fact that
experimental data are inherently noisy and extending
over a finite time window, an infinitely large number of
feasible functions F(F) can be found which all fit the
experimentally measured points to any given accuracy
(Phillips, 1962). To make things worse, different feasible
functions F(F) can also differ from each other by any
finite amount. These problems find their origin in the
so-called ill-conditionedness of the Laplace inversion
expressed in the fact that small deviations in the data,
for example due to the presence of experimental noise,
can induce large deviations in the distribution function
F(F). It is not surprising that the procedure of fitting a
continuous or discrete set of exponentials to noisy
experimental data in general has a reputation of being
extremely difficult (Lanczos, 1957). From this it is clear
that "the criterion of the best fit" in any norm (linear,
quadratic, maximum ...) is not enough to select the
unique and best fitting distribution function F(F). In-
deed, the most probable function may not be the one
which best fits the data in the sense of the norm used. A
number of different methods using a priori knowledge
and other techniques to reconstruct F(F) from the data
are in use today. All of them have their advantages and
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disadvantages and none of them give an unbiased
solution under all experimental conditions. A nonexhaus-
tive list of methods now follows including a representa-
tive reference in the field of photon correlation spectros-
copy:
-Fourier transform methods (Gardner et al., 1959),
-Cumulant analysis (Koppel, 1972),
-Transformation-Eigenvalue-Eigenfunction expan-
sion (Provencher, 1976),
-Exponential Sampling method (Ostrowsky et al.,
1981),
-Laplace inversion with regularization parameter
(Provencher, 1982),
-S-exponential sum method (Nash and King, 1983),
-Linear programming (Zimmerman et al., 1985),
-Maximum Entropy (Livesey et al., 1986),
-Laplace-Pade method (Yeramian and Claverie,
1987).
The Cumulant analysis, the Exponential Sampling
method (ExpSam), the earlier cited program CONTIN,
and the Maximum Entropy method (MEM) will be
discussed in more detail since they will be used in the
experimental data analysis section later on.
The cumulant method provides an objective analysis
of an experimental autocorrelation function. In the
cumulant analysis, the exponential term under the
integral sign of Eq. 5 is expanded in a power series,
which results in the expression
ln[g°(r)] = z Km (F) * (-r)m/m!,
m
(6)
where the Ki are the different cumulants of the distribu-
tion function F. The cumulants Ki can be expressed in
terms of the moments ,zj
pj (F) (r-rmean y dr (7)
ofF around Fmean in the following way
K, = pi =rFme, K2 = L2,K3 = L3,K4 = (.4 -L2) (8)
The first cumulant is equal to the z average mean D, of
the diffusion coefficients present in the correlation
function. The second and the third cumulant provide a
measure for the width of the distribution and its skew-
ness respectively. An infinite number of cumulants is
necessary to reconstruct the distribution function unam-
biguously. Because only a small number of them (up to
four maximum) can be calculated with sufficient accu-
racy, only a rough idea of the distribution function can
be obtained. It has been shown that an infinite number
of widely different functions F(F) fit the same values of
the first three cumulants (Pusey et al., 1974). As a
natural extension of the one exponential model of the
cumulant method, a frequently used model for multicom-
ponent correlation functions is the double, triple, Dirzac
s-functions, each with a certain finite amplitudes. Assum-
ing n discrete size classes in the scattering sample the
g'(t) function becomes:
g'(t) = Ai * exp (- VT). (9)
The summation extends from 1 to n and the number of
unknowns in Eq. 9 is 2n. Inclusion of an exponential with
relaxation FO = 0 corresponds to infinitely slow moving
or infinitely large particles introducing a constant base-
line factor AO. This adds one more unknown to Eq. 9.
The minimization usually takes place in the x2 norm.
The main problem is the choice of a good and unbiased
set of starting values for the fit. The ill-conditionedness
of the fit of exponentials to experimental data is demon-
strated by the fact that the surface of minimization is
covered with many local minima where the x2 number of
the fit reaches values close to the one of the global
minimum. A bad set of starting values and a poor fitting
algorithm may lead to convergence in a local minimum,
producing values for the unknowns of the model which
can be far away from the values in the global minimum.
We have explored some possibilities for the choice of the
starting values, which will be considered now:
(a) As a first trial, the first two moments as calculated
by the cumulant method can be used to construct the
following starting values:
r =Imean+ F'; r2 = Fmean- v~;. (10)
The amplitudes A, and A2 are taken to be equal if no
assumptions can be made about their values relative to
each other.
(b) A graphical representation of the logarithm of the
first-order correlation function can reveal an estimation
of the number of discrete components in the correlation
function. To get values for the decay rates and ampli-
tudes of each component, one can combine a priori
knowledge about the components in the sample and the
graphical representation of the correlation function.
(c) To check to what extent the final fitting results
depend on the starting values, one or a few unrealistic
combinations of starting values should be included. The
amplitudes Ai should be chosen such that their sum is
equal to the intercept of the correlation function. For
each set of starting values, a calculation with and
without zero relaxation component Fo should be exe-
cuted to check for the presence of a baseline A0.
CONTIN is based on a least squares fit of the
first-order autocorrelation function to a sum of exponen-
tially spaced set of decaying exponentials. Non-negativ-
ity of the amplitudes of the distribution function is built
in the minimalization procedure as a priori constraint.
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To suppress artificial oscillations on the calculated
distribution function F(r), a regularizer quantifying the
second derivate of F(r) is simultaneously minimized
(Provencher, 1982).
In the exponential sampling method, one makes use of
the analytical form of the Eigenvalues and the Eigenfunc-
tions of the integral equation 5 (Ostrowsky et al., 1981).
Under mild conditions it is shown that the distribution
function F(r) can be written as a finite sum of exponen-
tially spaced 8 functions:
F(lnF) = San * S(lnF - lnrn) (11)
with
an = (Tr/Wmax) - F(lnr). (12)
The exponential spacing of the 8 functions is set by:
n +I=- n. exp (ir/Iwm.).
time of each two adjacent channels was introduced. Using 48 channels,
the span of the correlation function was 79 ms. One more delay
channel was automatically recorded with a sampling time of 109 ms.
This means that a range of relaxation rates ranging over five decades
can be recorded during one single correlation run. The goniometer
and the light collection optics were from ALV (Langen, B.R.D.).
For the analysis of the experimental autocorrelation function
gradually more complex techniques were used starting from the
cumulant method (Brookhaven ISDA package) over the double and
triple exponential model to several methods for calculating a continu-
ous form of the distribution function F(J). The minimization to the
double and triple exponential function according to the x2 procedure
was carried out by the MINUIT program (D506 from the CERN
library). For the continuous forms of distribution functions the
CONTIN program, the Exponential Sampling and Maximum Entropy
methods have been used. In all three methods, the x-axis of the
distribution function was set in a diffusion coefficient scale ranging
from 1 x 10 exp (-6) to 1 x 10 exp (-11) cm2s-' and was sampled on
an exponentially spaced grid.
(13)
The noise level of the correlation function determines
the number of exponential functions in the reconstruc-
tion and the value of the parameter w.max, defining the
resolution of the reconstruction. Substituting Eq. 11 into
Eq. 5 leads to a simple data reduction procedure in
which the amplitudes a. of the histogram of the distribu-
tion function are calculated by a non-negative least
square procedure (Lawson and Hanson, 1974).
The Maximum Entropy method is essentially a two-
step method (Livesey and Skilling, 1985; Livesey et al.,
1986). First, the set of feasible functions F(F) is con-
structed by eliminating all functions which do not fit the
experimental points to within a certain deviation. The
criterion used for this selection is based on the x2 test. In
the second step the most probable solution is selected by
determining in the (still infinitely large) feasible set the
distribution function with the highest entropy value. The
entropy S is evaluated using the Shannon-Jaynes model
S = - F(D) *ln F(D). dD. (14)
This two-step process of reconstruction is known in
literature as the "Historic Maximum Entropy method."
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PCS was used to record the intensity autocorrelation of the light
scattered by the eye lens of an anaesthetized rabbit in vivo. The
experimental set-up is identical to the one described by Tanaka and
Ishimoto except for the laser light source, an Argon ion laser in our
case used at 488 nm and at 5 mW power output (Tanaka and Ishimoto,
1977). The polarization of the laser beam is in the vertical plane. The
temperature of the eye lens is taken to be 37°C. The scattering angle
was 135°. The correlator used was a 128-channel Brookhaven BI-8000
operated in its geometrically spaced mode. The sample time was
chosen to be 2.5 ps while a constant ratio of 1.24 between the delay
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the correlation functions
Fig. 2 shows the normalized intensity autocorrelation
function g2(t), as recorded under the circumstances
described above. The total accumulation time was 60 s.
Table 1 lists the results of the cumulant fit up to the third
order of the experimental data from this figure. The
upper part of the table shows that the diffusion coeffi-
cients, obtained by fitting the experimental correlation
function covered by channels 2 to 48, differ from each
other to a great extent, depending on the order of the
cumulant fit. It is not surprising that the x2 values,
indicating the overall quality of the fit, are high and
change significantly according to the order of the cumu-
lants fitted.
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FIGURE 2 Experimental normalized intensity autocorrelation func-
tiong2(t) on a logarithmic time scale ranging from 2.5 ps to 109.228 ms.
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TABLE i Cumulant analysis up to third order to the correlation function of Fig. 2
Channels Order Dz[x 10- - cm2 * s-'] k2/F2 skewness X2(x 10-1)
2 1 0.08 8.19
4 2 1.16 0.23 2.63
48 3 0.12 -33.7 112.6 1.19
Channels Order Dz[x 10-7* cm2* s-1] p.2/I Skewness x2(X 10-5)
2 1 0.80 2.52
4 2 0.94 0.89 2.07
10 3 0.89 0.25 4.47 2.48
A more stable result is obtained by fitting only the first
part of the correlation function (channels 2-10, covering
a time scale up to 27.5 ps). The much lower and more
constant value of the x2 fit as a function of the order of
the cumulant fit indicates that a mono-exponential
model is adequate for this first part of the correlation
function (see the lower part of Table 1). Because this
part of g2(t) corresponds to the fastest decaying relax-
ation time present in the scattering sample, and consid-
ering the fact the a-crystallin is responsible for over 85%
of the total scattering potential of the mammalian eye
lens, it is assumed that this first decay component can be
assigned to the diffusion of individual a-crystallin mole-
cules. The value of the diffusion coefficient for the
a-crystallins in the eye lens in vivo as found by cumulants
however, is - 2.5 times lower than the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the same molecules in a highly diluted solution
(Andries and Clauwaert, 1985). This decrease is attrib-
uted to the diffusion hindering presence of a high
concentration of at-crystallins as well as the 1B- and
-y-crystallins. As a consequence, a more complicated
model for the fitting of the autocorrelation function is
recommended.
Fig. 3 shows the logarithm of the first-order autocorre-
lation function as calculated from the second-order
function in some more detail on a shorter time scale.
Curve A shows the correlation function on a linear time
scale up to 120 p,s while part B shows the same
correlation function on the longer time scale up to 14
ms. This figure clearly suggests the presence of several
relaxation processes in the eye lens with quite different
relaxation times.
From these graphs the most obvious model for the
form of the autocorrelation is the finite sum of discrete
exponentials. Starting values for the different fits were
obtained in the following way.
For the double exponential model of distribution, the
first set of starting values was generated from the results
of the cumulants fit:
F, = mean + VL I2 = (15)
Because the at-crystallin molecules give by far the largest
contribution in the scattered intensity, the autocorrela-
tion function will contain a decay component with a
diffusion coefficient of 2.5 x 10 exp (-7) cm2 s-1, as
calculated by earlier measurements (Andries and Clau-
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FIGURE 3 Logarithm of the normalized field autocorrelation function
g'(t) resulting from the intensity correlation function of Fig. 2; two time
scales are covered: (A) a linear time scale from 0 to 120 p.; (B) a linear
time scale from 0 to 14 ms.
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waert, 1985). From curve A in Fig. 3 one can derive for
the second component a decay constant which is 100
times smaller. From graphical extrapolation, the ampli-
tude of the slower decaying component is chosen twice
as large as the one of the faster decay, so that the
following values were used as a starting point for the fit:
A1 = 0.20 A2 = 0.40
rF = 2.5 x 10 exp (+4)s-1
r, = 2.5 x 10 exp (+2)s-1. (16)
For a third set of starting values, the amplitudes and
diffusion coefficients are chosen equal:
A1 = A2 = 0.30 11 = r2 = 2.5 x 10 exp (+4)s-1. (17)
Plausible starting values for the triple exponential model
of distribution function were obtained using the follow-
ing strategies. We accept once again that the main
contribution from the scattering capacity of the eye lens
proteins comes from the a-crystallin. A second decay
process with a diffusion coefficient about 10 times
smaller originates from long distance heterogeneities in
the scattering power due to the well known size poly-
disperity of the a-crystallin (Pusey and Tough, 1985).
Inspection of curve B in Fig. 3 reveals the presence of a
third, long time relaxation process with a diffusion
coefficient about 10 times smaller, situated at - 2.5 x 10
exp (-9) cm2s-t. Graphical extrapolation yields an equal
amplitude for both two slower components, who com-
bined are twice the amplitude of the faster decay.
Thus, we start the fit with the following values:
A, = A2 = A3 = 0.20 rF = 2.5 x 10 exp (+4)s-'
]F2= 2.5 x 10 exp (+3)s-'
r2 = 2.5 x 10 exp (+4)2-1. (18)
To check the dependence of the final results of the
starting values for this model of the distribution func-
tion, we choose equal amplitudes and decay constants
for all three components:
A, =A2 =A3 = 0.20
]P = F2 = r3= 2.5 x 10 exp (+4)s-1. (19)
For each set of starting values a calculation with and
without constant baseline component AO is executed.
The results of the fits to two and three exponential terms
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
The different sets of starting values for the diffusion
coefficients, given in the former section, all converge to
the same final values indicating that, with the algorithm
used, a stable fit could be obtained for two and three
decaying exponentially decaying components with or
without the addition of a baselineA0. In the fits without a
baseline, the constant background in the correlation
function seems to be absorbed into the smaller relax-
ation component lowering its value significantly com-
pared with the fits where a baseline has been included.
TABLE 2 Double exponential ft: g(l) (.T) = AO + Al * exp (-r1,) + A2 * exp (-r2r)
conditions I
starting values
final values
starting values
final values
conditions II
starting values
final values
starting values
final values
conditions III
starting values
final values
starting values
resulting values
Ao
0
0
0.20
0.12
AO
0
0
0.20
0.12
AO
0
0
0.20
0.12
A1
0.20
0.25
0.20
0.25
A1
0.20
0.25
0.20
0.25
A1
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.25
D,(cm2Is)
2.63 x 10-9
2.16 x 10-9
2.63 x 10-9
2.42 x 10-7
D1(cm2/s)
2.50 x 10-7
2.16 x 10-7
2.50 x 10-7
2.42 x 10-7
D,(cm2ls)
2.50 x 10-7
2.16 x 10-7
2.50 x 10-7
2.42 x 10-7
A2
0.20
0.33
0.20
0.19
A2
0.40
0.33
0.20
0.23
A2
0.30
0.33
0.20
0.23
D2(cm2Is)
0.22 x 10-9
0.80 x 10-9
0.22 x 10-9
1.86 x 10-9
D2(cm2/s)
2.50 x 10-9
0.80 x 10-9
2.50 x 10-9
1.85 x 10-9
D2(cm2/s)
2.50 x 10-7
0.80 x 10-9
2.50 x 10-7
1.83 x 10-9
x2
0.33 x 10-2
0.38 x 10-4
x2
0.33 x 10-2
0.38 x 10-4
x2
0.33 x 10-2
0.38 x 10-4
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TABLE 3 Triple exponentibl m: g1((r) = AO + As exp (-r,T) + A2 XP (-r2) + A eXp (-r3T)
conditions I
AO A, Dj(cm2/s) A2 D2(cm2/s) A3 D3(cm2/s)
starting values 0 0.20 2.50 x 10-7 0.20 2.50 x 10-8 0.20 2.50 x 10-9
final values 0 0.23 2.90 x 10-7 0.12 7.88 x 10-8 0.25 0.27 x 10-9
starting values 0.15 0.15 2.50 x 10-7 0.15 2.50 x 10-8 0.15 2.50 x 10-9
final values 0.05 0.23 2.99 x 10-7 0.11 1.02 x 10-8 0.21 0.45 x 10-9
conditions II
AO Al D,(cm2/s) A2 D2(cm2ls) A3 D3(cm2/s)
starting values 0 0.20 2.50 x 10-7 0.20 2.50 x 10-7 0.20 2.50 x 10-7
final values 0 0.23 2.90 x 10-7 0.12 7.87 x 10-9 0.25 0.25 x 10-9
starting values 0.15 0.15 2.50 x 10-7 0.15 2.50 x 10-7 0.15 2.50 x 10-7
final values 0.05 0.23 2.99 x 10-7 0.11 1.01 x 10-W 0.21 0.45 x 10-9
In the fits with a baseline the final values for the
unknown parameters show that the triple exponential
model for the correlation function can be regarded as an
extension of its double exponential counterpart. The
amplitude and the value of the largest diffusion coeffi-
cient are nearly unchanged in both fits while the second
component in the double exponential fit is split up in two
components. This can be seen by comparing the values
of the amplitudes and the diffusion coefficients in both
fits. The value of the amplitudes of the residuals of both
models, shown relative to each other in Fig. 5, indicate
that a triple exponential function is a better model for
the field correlation function than the double exponen-
tial function. Fits to a distribution function with more
than three 8 functions were not executed since this
would raise the number of independent parameters of
the model unreasonably high as compared with the
signal-to-noise ratio expected for the correlation func-
tion (Bertero et al., 1982; Bertero et al., 1984).
Up till now in studies of this kind, most authors have
used a double exponential fit for the analysis of autocor-
relation functions resulting from a dynamic light scatter-
ing experiments on eye lenses in vivo (Delaye et al.,
1982; Libondi et al., 1986; Benedek et al., 1987; Bursell
et al., 1989). This choice was obvious for several reasons.
For a long time now, it is accepted that the increase in
scattering of the incoming light in older and cataractous
lenses is due to the presence of a large scattering units in
the eye lens cytoplasm (Benedek, 1971). As a conse-
quence one could look for two relaxation components
representing two size classes in the autocorrelation
function. The first component found is then associated
with the a crystallin which forms the predominant
fraction in the total scattering intensity in healthy lenses.
To explain the increase in light scattering in cataractous
lenses a second scattering unit with at least one dimen-
sion in the order of the wavelength of the laser light X
used, was looked for. In most cases, the decay of the
correlation function was investigated deliberately on two
time scales, based on this idea. A short time range up to
200 ps was chosen for covering the fast diffusion of the
individual a crystallins while a longer range in the order
of 20 ms looked for the presence of particles with large
dimensions up to 1,000 nm (Bursell et al., 1989). As only
a correlator with linearly spaced channels was available,
the correlation functions for both time scales were
recorded separately and spliced together afterwards to
obtain one function containing both relaxation pro-
cesses. This operation, however, is unfavorable because
it introduces an additional amount of noise. From Fig.
3 B, which shows the correlation function recorded in
this study on a linear time scale, the double exponential
model indeed seems to represent the maximum of
information that can safely be extracted. The use of a
logarithmic correlator gives equivalent resolution on
both time scales while avoiding the need for splicing two
or more separately recorded correlation functions.
Apart from fitting of the autocorrelation function to a
model of discrete 8 functions, a semi-continuous histo-
gram model has been applied. This was suggested by the
fact that at least the a crystallins carry a size heterogene-
ity of 10% so that a 8 function with zero width for the
diffusion coefficient is an underestimation of reality
(Licinio and Delaye, 1988). The optimalization of the
histogram of 8 functions to the experimental data has
been worked out by the CONTIN, Exponential Sam-
pling, and Maximum Entropy method.
The distribution functions, calculated by each of the
three methods, are shown in Fig. 4. As this figure clearly
shows, all three methods give results which are quite
comparable to each other. They suggest four separate
populations of relaxations with diffusion coefficients in
the range of3 x 10exp(-7),3 x 10exp(-8),3 x 10
exp (-9), and 1 x 10 exp (- 10) cm2s-', respectively.
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FIGURE 4 Distribution function F(I) (relative amplitudes in number concentration), calculated from the experimental correlation function of
Fig. 2, using a semi-continuous histogram model; the histogram has been fitted to the experimental data using the following method: (---------)
the Exponential Sampling technique; (- + - + - + - + -) the Maximum Entropy technique; (- O - O - O - O -) the CONTIN method.
Selection of the optimal fitting
procedure
To choose between the different models for the correla-
tion function, we have been looking for an objective
criterion to compare the different fitting procedures. We
consider a method of analysis as the best one when the
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deviations between the experimental and calculated
values are smaller than in any other method and when
the deviations are randomly distributed around zero on
the complete time scale of the correlation function.
The residuals of the double and triple exponential fit
and of the CONTIN method are shown in Fig. 5. The
Exponential Sampling and Maximum Entropy method
2 8 14 20 26 32 38 44
channel number
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FIGURE 5 The residual differences (deviation) between the model correlation function and the experimental correlation function at each point
(channel number) of the correlation function: (-------- ) model correlation function obtained with the CONTIN method; (- + - + - + - + -)
the triple exponential fit, including a base lineAO; (E El E O) the double exponential fit, including a base line AO.
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gave residuals which were comparable to those of
CONTIN.
It is clear from this figure that the methods which fit a
histogram to the correlation function perform much
better to our criterion than those based on a 8 function
approach for the distribution function. Only at higher
channel numbers, related to sampling times larger than
10 ms, the deviations are larger and in the same order of
magnitude as for the triple exponential model. These
deviations are related to the lower signal-to-noise ratio
at these long delay times as can be seen in Fig. 2.
From this we can conclude that in our experimental
conditions, the distribution function as calculated by the
histogram methods can reliably be interpreted for analyt-
ical and diagnostic purposes up to diffusion coefficients
larger than 1 x 10 exp (-9) cm2s-t. From this the three
populations of relaxation processes can unambiguously
be distinguished while the presence and mainly the
position of the fourth very slow population is question-
able.
The smallest three relaxation rates are similar to those
present in a highly concentrated solution of isolated
a-crystallin (Licinio et al., 1987). This similarity is not
surprising since, as already cited, the a-crystallin mole-
cules are responsible for over 85% of the total scattering
intensity in the eye lens. The fourth component showing
up in our work probably only exists under in vivo
conditions although the logarithmic correlator used in
this work is better suited for registering such a slow
relaxation process.
The identification of the "particles" responsible for
the scattering can be based on the results of the isolated
ao-crystallin solutions.
The largest diffusion component is associated to the
mutual diffusion of the a crystallins in the eye lens
cytoplasm. The second component with a diffusion
coefficient of 3 x 10 exp (-8) cm2s-' arises from
self-diffusion due to size (and charge) heterogeneity of
the crystallins (Pusey and Tough, 1985). The identifica-
tion of the other components is speculative. For a-crys-
tallin solutions (Licinio et al., 1987), it has been pro-
posed that the third peak is related to the motion of
reversibly formed clusters of crystalline molecules. The
fourth component has been related to structural relax-
ations which are supposed to take place in highly
concentrated glassy colloidal systems.
diagnostic purposes are unfavorable: only short measur-
ing times and a low primary laser flux are allowed in
order not to damage the components of the eye.
By choosing the proper light scattering conditions and
making use of a logarithmic correlator, we have been
able to record correlation functions in vivo of such a
quality that a detailed analysis is possible and justified.
The correlation functions are best analyzed by fitting a
semi-continuous histogram to the distribution function.
Three different methods which calculated the distribu-
tion function in this way all gave comparable results.
Four relaxation processes could be discerned in the
experimental correlation function. A high degree of
similarity has been noticed between the scattering spec-
trum and the relaxation rates of a highly concentrated
solution of isolated a-crystallin and in vivo measure-
ments on a complete and intact eye lens.
We have shown that the technique of Photon Correla-
tion Spectroscopy is a valuable tool for quantitative
routine diagnostic research on the mammalian eye lens.
It has been shown that the formation of certain types of
cataract (e.g., the widely spread senile type) is associ-
ated with the occurrence of aggregates (built up from
the naturally present smaller scattering units). The
growth of these aggregates can be studied by PCS in
their natural environment over a time period of years by
this safe and noninvasive type of measurement. A
decrease in the amplitude of the relaxation process,
associated with the decay of the a-crystallin molecules
and a simultaneous increase in the amplitude of the
larger scattering components, as compared over several
measurements each separated in time, may indicate the
onset of these types of cataract.
The sensitivity of the method allows it to be used as an
important analytical technique in the study of preven-
tion and treatment of cataract. The authors suggest a
routine medical examination of this type, taking only a
few minutes per patient (the analysis of the correlation
function included) to be performed on a large scale on a
regular time basis. The results of the analysis should be
stored in a database by electronic means to be able to
compare the results immediately with all former re-
corded data.
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